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1 About

This document contains the specifications for the *.fabfont and *.symbol file formats.
These formats were created in 2014 by Robert McNeel & Associates with the goal of
providing an open, modern and flexible standard for fonts optimized for fabrication
processes. A fabricator font is a collection of symbols well suited for laser-cutting,
milling, plotting or other machining methods. Most existing font specifications such as
OpenType or TrueType are made up of outlines, making them ideal for printing and
display, as they allow for complete control over the aesthetics of each glyph. Fabricator
fonts on the other hand consist of single splines which directly represent the machining
paths needed to carve the symbols. The main goal of fabricator fonts is not high quality
typesetting or visually pleasing text, but rather to label physical objects with a minimum
of overhead in terms of machining time and path length. The geometry generated by
fabrication font typesetting is intended to be traced by milling bits or laser beams.

Typeface

TypefaceTypeface

Outline fonts look great
when they are filled with
ink or pixels.

Outline fonts look less
great when their curves
are traced.

Spline fonts work much
better when burned or
cut into a substrate.

Figure 1: Outline fonts vs. spline fonts
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2 Fabfont file format

Fabricator fonts are zip archives with a *.fabfont extension, which con-
tain one or more text files with *.symbol extensions. Each symbol file
describes a single glyph or character in the font. Files with other ex-
tensions are currently ignored by the fabricator font library, but may be
included in the zip archive. We reserve the right to add other file types at
a future date, but these types will certainly not use common extensions

such as *.txt, *.pdf, *.zip, *.doc, *.xml or *.html.
Each symbol file must have a name that adheres to the unicode notation of U+XXXX

where each X represents a hexadecimal digit. Thus, U+002A.symbol describes the aster-
isk symbol, U+0063.symbol describes the lower case ‘c’ character and U+FFFC.symbol
describes the replacement symbol.

Each fabfont file may also contain any number of folders with additional symbol
files. Each folder represents an alternative style; for example tall brackets, tabular
figures, ligatures, or even user defined styles for custom graphics. Since the style name
is derived from the folder name, only names with standard alphanumeric characters are
allowed. Spaces, underscores, periods, commas, semicolons, braces, brackets, parenthesis
and arithmetic characters are not allowed and any folder which contains such characters
in its name is considered not to be a style folder.

Figure 2: The contents of a fabfont file with two alternative styles.
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3 Symbol file format

Symbol files are simple text files (we recommend UTF8) which describe
the glyph located at a given unicode identifier (or codepoint). The data
inside symbol files is handled on a line-by-line basis. Empty lines or lines
containing only whitespace are ignored. Lines starting with any amount
of whitespace followed by a hash are considered comments and are also
ignored. For a line to be considered part of the symbol description, it

must start with one of the predefined keywords, followed by a colon. Some keywords
are mandatory, while others are optional. Every symbol file must contain the keyword
EmSize and CodePoint:

• EmSize: Number

• CodePoint: U+Hexadecimal Integer

EmSize describes the physical size of the symbol. In typography, the em-size is
defined as the distance from the descender to the ascender (see Figure 4). Instead of
storing all symbols with a predefined size, each symbol individually specifies how big it
is. This allows numbers to be stored as tidy values, provided of course the design metric
uses tidy values to begin with.

In addition to EmSize and CodePoint, each symbol must consist of one or more
geometric elements called strokes. At the time of writing, the file specification supports
four kinds of strokes; points, lines, circles, and arcs. Ellipses, bezier curves and other
free-form splines are not (yet) supported. Each stroke is designated as either black
or white. Black strokes describe the visible part of a symbol, while white strokes are
invisible. White strokes can be used to change the shape and size of symbols, allowing
for customised spacing and kerning. White strokes are defined in the same way as black
strokes, with the exception that each line of text which contains a white stroke must
start with the text “White”.

All geometric entities which make up symbols are written as a list of space separated
numbers. Consequently, points are expressed as two numbers indicating the x and y
coordinates. Lines as four numbers; x and y components of both the start and end
points. Circles as three numbers; the x and y components of the centre point, plus
an additional number describing the radius. And arcs as six numbers; the x and y
components of the start and end points, as well as the x and y components of the
tangent vector at the start of the arc.

• (White)Point: Pointx Pointy

• (White)Line: Startx Starty Endx Endy

• (White)Circle: Centrex Centrey Radius

• (White)Arc: Startx Starty Endx Endy Tangentx Tangenty
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Finally, each symbol can contain any number of stencil points, which can be used
to interrupt symbol strokes to avoid cutting out isolated regions. Stencil points can be
either primary or secondary. Primary points are topologically necessary to avoid isolated
regions, whereas secondary points can be employed to cut additional holes to strengthen
the final shape (see Figure 3). Stencil points are written with one integer identifying
the type (1 for primary, 2 for secondary) and two numbers representing the x and y
components of the point:

• StencilPoint: Type Pointx Pointy

To reduce potentially awkward interruptions of glyph strokes, the gap cutting logic
needs to be somewhat convoluted. This is primarily due to the fact that the stencil gap
radii are not known at design-time, as they depend on both the strength of the underlying
material and the size of the milling bit. Only strokes that are coincident with stencil
points will be considered for stencil cuts. Strokes which merely approach stencil points
without actually intersecting them will never be cut. Furthermore, precedence is given
to strokes that terminate at stencil points. If any strokes are found that terminate at
a stencil point, all strokes which merely pass through that stencil point will remain
unmolested.

We found this gives the most pleasing results the most often, but it is sometimes
necessary to insert two identical stencil points; the first of which will cut all termi-
nating strokes, while the second will interrupt all remaining strokes, as by this time the
terminating strokes have all been cut and are no longer coincident with the second point.

Without stencil gaps, isolated 
regions become disconnected 
from the surrounding material.

Primary stencil gaps ensure
material bridges between all
glyph regions.

Secondary stencil gaps ensure
large regions are connected by 
at least two material bridges.

Figure 3: Stencil points as topological modifiers.
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4 An Example

We have included the geometry and correct description of the Icelandic lower case eth
symbol, which is also used in the fabricator font project file icons. This symbol consists
of a circle, a line, an arc, one primary and one secondary stencil point (at the bottom
and top of the circle respectively). The symbol contains no white strokes.

Also drawn in the image is the design metric used for this symbol, and how that
metric affects the size and positioning of other symbols (Š and j) in the same font. Since
the metric is not included in the symbol file, we shan’t discuss it here1, except to point
out that by being allowed to use the em-size and metric of our choosing, the coordinates
can all be written as tidy numbers with at most a single decimal.

base line 0.0

descender -2.0

x-height +3.0

ascender +5.0

cap-height +6.0

0.0

{1.5, 1.5}
{3.0, 1.5}

{2.5, 4.5}

{1.5, 3.5}

{1.0, 4.7}

{0
.0

, 1
.0

}
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-s
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{1.5, 0.0}

{1.5, 3.0}

Figure 4: Geometry of the Icelandic eth symbol.

1See the Wikipedia article or the Fabricator Font Designer Documentation for more details.
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The following is one way to define the lower case eth glyph as a symbol file. This
example includes two lines of comments with useful information meant for human con-
sumption. The two required keywords are included at the top and separated by a blank
line from the geometric keywords.

As the metric shown in Figure 4 dictates, the EmSize of this symbol equals 7, since
it is defined as the distance from the descender (-2) to the ascender (+5). The geometry
of the symbol consists of five entries; a circle, an arc, a line and two stencil points. The
order in which these entries appear is not important, no attempt needs to be made to
sort the strokes from left to right or by shortest path, the typesetting software should
do that automatically.

# Symbol defined on Tuesday, 10 February 2015
# Unicode code-point: U+00F0 mapped to character: eth

EmSize: 7
CodePoint: U+00F0

Circle: 1.5 1.5 1.5
Arc: 3.0 1.5 1.0 4.7 0.0 1.0
Line: 1.5 3.5 2.5 4.5
StencilPoint: 1 1.5 0
StencilPoint: 2 1.5 3

...
Last updated on February 26th, 2015
Copyright by Robert McNeel & Associates
Written by David Rutten
Proofed by K
Made with LATEX 2ε
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